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About This Game

Shards of Azuria is an isometric, craft and build RPG. Create a character and a new world, then start your adventure by waking
up in town. You are greeted by the locals of Azuria and begin to find your way around.

The inhabitants of Azuria will assist you on your journey, helping you obtain many Abilities or to satisfy your creative
endeavour. Wander into the unknown, build a home and become strong enough to face the lurking evil.
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Inventory System with over 150+ items
Crafting System with over 90+ recipes
Build a home by placing down blocks, furniture or other objects
Add colour to your surroundings with the Paint Blaster
Core RPG mechancis, level up, get stronger and obtain new equipment
15+ Abilities to obtain out of 3 different class types
Diaglogue / Quest system with 6 core NPCs and 20+ quests
Day Cycle system
Explore large generated Woodland, Cave and Dungeon areas
Custom designed Town and Boss areas
Fight a variety of creatures
Vanquish a Final Boss

Loot, Craft & Get Stronger

Aquire items from fallen enemies or stumble across rare crystals. Use what you find to craft a variety of items, including
weapons, armour, decoration or abilities. Pick and mix between what you equip or use from 3 different class types.
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Abilities

Most Abilities are aquired through crafting with the support of the 3 class trainers that live in Azuria. The trainers will guide you
the process of becoming adept with Mysticism, Cunning or Might. Choose to play with any of the 15+ Abilities of those types.

Create

Dig, destroy walls or build your own home. Shape the area to your desire. Then add colour into the mix with the Paint Blaster!

Future Plans

We feel that Shards of Azuria is a game with the option of extended content in most areas. It is very much a template to allow
for further development and on going improvement. But the scope of further development will also depend on the overall

reception and interest in the game. Below is a list of potential features that may be developed over time.

Multiplayer

More general content such as items, abilities, new areas, creatures, unique bosses…

Improved ways to create and build
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When you die in the game you die for real. I'm willing to feed this drunken, perverted, japanese, pedophile's alcoholism. A
game that brings me back to my childhood. A game I reccomend everyone try. so i never played a mx game ever.
this was a good laugh
fun at the start but me being a perfectionist i wanted to get better and better but i could not seem to get it right.
the physics do weird things at time.
the ai lands in impossible ways.

didnt see game braking bugs.
graphics are okish.
play for 2 hours see if you like it if you stop from laughing your face off.
for me its a no since i would be beating myself up from sucking. but its always fun to see what games are out there and if they
are fun

also that announcer
you cant turn him off unless you wanna mute the game
he repeats the same lines and you cant get away. Loads of achievements and well built levels. Really enjoyed playing it while
many achievements popped up in the corner. Once I managed to stop, as it is very addicting, I was rewarded with trading cards.
Good game good price.
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Very beautiful game, but I am honestly a little upset at the cost versus the length of gameplay. $15 for a game that i finished in
one evening and has virtually no replay value. I appreciate the hard work that went into this game, and I know the devs need to
profit, but I cannot justify spending $15 for a game I can only play once. Way too expensive guys. Great game, but not worth
the cost. this game is so♥♥♥♥♥♥ i did rather play club penguin. Great game. definitely recommend it. ITSSSS MAGICCC,
LOW SIZE , ULTRA SETIING ON A♥♥♥♥♥♥PC. BRING MEMORIES WHEN I WAS A CHILD.. This was so much fun!
The main game was adorable yet scary. The dark theme's and overall scary atmosphere made it much more fun to play through
unlike some other games I have played. I would definitely recommend this to anyone looking for a good indie horror game!
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